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Micro-Pigmentation and Multitrepannic
Collagen Actuation (MCA) are new cutting edge techniques in both medical
and cosmetic procedures. MCA was
derived from Micro-Pigmentation but
both use a similar principle and similar
method.
Using the same method and having
equally outstanding results, Micro-Pigmentation works on putting pigment
into the skin and MCA works on
stimulating the body’s natural ability to
heal.
Micro-Pigmentation works using a tattoo type method of applying a natural
organic pigment into the dermal layer
of the skin, enhancing and improving
the natural appearance.
Semi-permanent make-up is increasing in popularity around the world
and has very effective results.
A Technician is trained to apply everything from a lip or eyeliner to eyebrows
and more.

Alternatively, there are medical uses
for this procedure. It has been greatly
received by post breast operation
patients for Areola Restoration. This is
a Micro-Pigmentation technique that is
used to create and colour the nipple
and areola area, creating a 3D effect,
to help disguise any scarring and
improve appearance after this traumatic surgery. It can also benefit those
with thinning or receeding hair, using
very fine strokes to fill an area giving a
softer, natural effect with a treatment
known as Hair Enhancement.

It is also a very
popular method of
Tattoo Removal.
The removal practice is by MicroPigmentation which utilises a unique
mechanism that softens the pigment
of the skin and then draws the ink out
through the surface over a period of
treatments.
MCA also known as ‘dry needling’, is
used to detach the scar from the skin
below, this stimulates the skin under
the scar to form new connective tissue
with young collagen fibres and is
based on the body’s regeneration capacity. The ‘dry needling’ ensures that
the fibres around the scar contract,
making the problem area smoother.
Therefore the body renews itself,
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resulting in totally regenerated skin as
pre-scar. MCA works with almost any
face or body scar tissue and has proven success with acne scarring, burn
scars and even stretch marks.
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Sharon Gillham is
a fully qualified &
insured professional for
Micro-Pigmentation an
MCA Technician.
She has over seven years experience
and trained in England at The British
School of Dermagraphic Art (Finishing
Touches), a school which provides
training for doctors and nurses at The
Royal Marseden Hospital, London.
Sharon is currently working with
three leading plastic surgeons at St.
Thomas’ Hospital and London Bridge
Hospital in the UK and also in Spain.
She has had proven success with
all treatments she provides and is
constantly updating her skills and
knowledge so that all procedures are
at the top level of the industry.
She is very enthusiastic about the
work she does and is confident in the
technique. Her most popular treatments are semi-permanent make-up
and tattoo removal although her aim is
to work more in the paramedical field
with procedures such as the Areola
Restoration.

If you would like further information
or to book a consultation,
contact Sharon Gillham
952 81 69 81
info@transform-magazine.com
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